CIS630: Operating System Design  
Computer Science, New Jersey Inst. of Tech.  
Fall 2017

Instructor  
□ Prof. D. C. Douglas Hung, ITC 4313, Ext. x3384. (973-596-3384)  
□ E-mail: hung@njit.edu  
□ URL: http://web.njit.edu/~hung

Office Hours  
□ 11:45 am – 12:45 pm Monday & Wednesday  
□ Others by appointments

Textbooks  

References  
□ Bach. The Design of the Operating System. Prentice Hall.

Course Works  
□ Attendence 5 %  
□ Homework 15 % (due one week after each was assigned)  
□ Two Exams 45 %  
□ Final 35 %

Grading Policies  
□ A 80% and above  
□ B 60% and above (B+ 77% and above)  
□ C 50% and above (C+ 57% and above)  
□ F otherwise

Cheating Policy  
□ Definition: Cheating is an action of which more than one student copy answers during an exam or share solutions or programs for an assignment.  
□ Consequences: All offenders get zeros for the assignment or course work. For a repeated offense, the offender will get a F.

Special Notes  
□ Submit assignments on time to prevent penalties.  
□ All assignments require demonstrations.  
□ Due to business trip or unforeseen medical, legal, family or other emergency, an individual make-up exam, due date extension, or quiz shelter will be warranted in a case-by-case manner. A valid formal document is required.